The purpose of this paper is to study some results on contact conformal curvature tensor in 
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Introduction
In 1978, Gray and Hervella [1] [3] ,α -Sasakian [4] and β -Kenmotsu manifold [4, 5] respectively. Trans-Sasakian manifolds have been studied in [6, 7] and by many others.
On the other hand, contact conformal curvature tensor field was introduced and defined by Jeong et al. [8] in a ( ) 2 1 n + -dimensional Sasakian manifold which was constructed from the conformal curvature tensor field defined by Kitahara et al. [9] in a Kaehler manifold by using the BoothbyWang's fibration. Contact conformal curvature tensor has also been studied in [10] and [11] .
Preliminaries
Let M be a ( ) 
The fundamental 2-form Φ of the almost contact metric structure ( )
since ϕ is a skew-symmetric with respect to .
where ∇ is Levi-Civita connection of Riemannian metric g and , α β are smooth functions on .
M the following relations hold [6] (2.8)
, , .
Throughout the paper we consider the trans-Sasakian manifold under the condition 
,
where , , R S Q and r denote the curvature tensor, the Ricci tensor, the Ricci operator and the scalar curvature respectively. From (2.20), we also have 
Contact Conformally Flat Trans-Sasakian Manifold
Definition. A ( ) 
.
In view of (2.12), (2.16) and (3.2), we get
3) and using (2.1), (2.10) and (2.15), we obtain 
Taking inner product on both sides of (6.2) by ξ and using (2.24), we obtain 
. 
This implies that
, . ,
From this it follows that the manifold is contact conformally semi-symmetric if the right hand side of (6.5) vanishes, i. e., if (
This completes the proof of the theorem.
An Example of a 3-dimensional Trans-Sasakian Manifold
Let us consider a 3-dimensional manifold ( ) 
β = −
Again, by virtue of (2.7) and ( ) ( ) ( ) 
